EDUCATION SOLUTIONS
AV for Any State of Learning

What we do
Hall Technologies creates collaboration tools for educators and
students that enhances engagement and interactivity. Regardless of
the state of education – distance learning, hybrid, or in-person, we’ve
got the best AV solutions!

Smart Interactive Classroom
Connect and collaborate with ease with this small classroom solution offering superb audio and simplified
collaboration for educators. The Smart Interactive Classroom system was designed with simplicity in mind for
all types of classroom scenarios – whether in-person, hybrid, or distance learning, we’ve got you supported.
Typically, interactive classrooms requires video and USB extended from the instructor’s PC to an interactive
display. Classrooms also need audio from the instructor’s PC to the classroom wall mount or ceiling speakers.
Standardizing technology at a school allows for a better experience for instructors and students.

OPPORTUNITY
Keeping students engaged virtually, and in-person, is one of the most cited challenges of learning. Educators
need to present lessons on whiteboards to students and need a simple solution to allow students to see that

HDBaseT™ receiver - UHB-R

dynamic content presented from any wired device and deliver it with high-quality audio as well. School district’s

USB & 4K HDMI with HDBaseT 2.0 Extension on a Single Gang Wall-Plate - EX-4KU-WP

budgets are tight, and upgrading technology needs to be considered along with enhancing the learning
experience equally. To encourage collaboration and the learning experience, we must outfit Educators with

4K HDMI and USB Extension on CAT6 with Audio - EX-4KU

modern technology that captivates students, keeps campuses safe, and lets teachers control their classrooms
with ease. It needs to be simple to use without any programming required, or technical assistance. Learn more
about Hall’s Smart Interactive Classroom solutions.

SOLUTION
Schools have limited budgets and teachers like what already works well. Hall’s solutions give them the best of
both worlds – new technology at an affordable price point. Hall’s Smart Interactive Classroom was designed
with teachers in mind. Educators need the ability to present lessons without limitations, and with simplicity.
These solutions offer both and are ideal for all types of classroom settings with an easy-to-understand user
interface. Smart Classrooms require both 4K HDMI and VGA video sources along with a new interactive
whiteboard displays. By utilizing both the legacy VGA source while embracing the newer technologies, Hall’s

4:2:0

products offer the most affordable and complete solution for classrooms of all sizes.

Ultra Hi-Definition

Ease of Use

Plug & Play

Increase
Engagement

Legacy Smart Classroom
Use the technology you have, and add new technology as needed with Legacy Smart Classroom. The ease of
technology with this system lets you use current equipment, and add new tech as needed to increase engagement in the classroom and at home – and all at a reasonable price. The entire system is a simple plug-and-play
and is compatible with both PC and MAC’s with no driver installation required. It can also be controlled remotely
by the AV/IT department, which adds a layer of immediate troubleshooting, diagnoses, or analysis. Enabling the
proactive diagnostic and access services, allows IT managers to provide actionable information in real time for
classrooms. Find out how our Legacy Classroom solutions can save on your equipment costs!

OPPORTUNITY
Some educators feel overwhelmed with the abundance of devices, software and other technology resources

HDBaseT™ receiver - UHB-R

available. Schools have limited budgets and teachers like to use what already works well. When a new

2-Gang HDBaseT™ Transmitter - UHB-SW2-WP

interactive display with 4K Video and USB needed to be integrated into a large classroom space with extension,

Auto-Switching HDMI, VGA and USB Extension System - UHBX-SW2 Kit

the technology needed an upgrade as well. This powerful classroom solution can utilize legacy equipment
sources while embracing the newer technologies needed for a complete solution. This allows educators to
explore the new technology and add it to their toolkit to complement their teaching approach. Legacy
Classroom gives them the best of both worlds, and room to grow.

SOLUTION
Legacy Classroom system helps keep students in the classroom and at home engaged. It’s an affordable and
less-disruptive way to utilize current technology and add new equipment as needed. This solution works with all
class sizes and is ideal for budget minded campuses. This solution provides video and USB extension over a
single CAT6 cable, and features built-in audio extraction, and the ability to program serial, IR, and I/O ports to
control displays or other devices. Integrated IP control is also available for an additional level of security for your
campuses. Find out how our Legacy Classroom solutions can save on your equipment costs!

Affordability

Worry-Free
Scalability

Plug & Play

Ease of Use

Auditorium Solution
Auditoriums require control for projectors, displays, and the ability to support a wireless or wired mic with the
flexibility to control the features. This solution is designed for medium-sized auditoriums, lecture halls, and
larger classrooms where instructors teach from a lectern, and need both projected video and amplified audio.
The Hall Auditorium solution provides many integrated features to support a wide range of needs found in a
larger educational space. Integration of the professional audio systems and video distribution systems with
various display technologies is made easy with the Hall Auditorium solution. It features VGA upscaling,
programmable source and power buttons, auto-switching, an optional remotely-located keypad, and lossless
HDBaseT technology. Listen to the difference with this solution!

OPPORTUNITY
Educators can share lessons using various devices and can present from anywhere in the space. Classrooms,
Theatres and Auditoriums need both great audio and video components. Hall’s Auditorium solution was created
to optimize both with many integrated features to support a wide range of needs found in these larger
educational spaces. The goal is to deliver sharp images, clear acoustics, combined with easy user interfaces
and reliability. Interactive touch displays and whiteboards can promote enhanced learning and collaboration
between students and teachers. If classes are in-person, projectors allow educators to present content

HDBaseT™ Receiver with Integrated Switcher, Audio Amp & Controller w/IP - VSA-X21

dynamically with great image quality from a safe distance. All this is done through a single-cable extension for

VGA, HDMI, MHL Auto-Switching with HDBaseT™ - UHBX-SW3-WP

multiple sources, including HDMI and VGA. Auto-switching and programmable on/off buttons to simplify the

VGA, HDMI, MHL Auto-Switching with HDBaseT™ Wall Plate - UHBX-SW3-S

end-user's experience.

User Interface Decora Panel for VSA System - VSA-UI-DP
Ceiling Tile Speaker, 2ftx2ft, 8 Ohm - SPK-820-T

SOLUTION
Hall offers solutions for AV switching, distribution, control, as well as lecture record and capture for a total
solution. Hall’s UHBX-SW3-WP + UHBX-R-PSE provide extension and auto-switching without the need for
additional equipment. The VSA-X21 provides many integrated features to support a wide range of needs found
in a larger educational space. Integrate video switching, amplified audio, and control in a compact, simple
interface. Simple programming ensures the end user never needs to search for a remote. The Hall Technologies
Auditorium Solution offers clear acoustics for lecture halls, theatres, and large classroom settings. The
technology is straightforward so technicians can setup and run the classroom or an event with minimal effort.
Listen to the difference with this solution!

Plug & Play

Clear Acoustic

Who is Hall Technologies
Established in 1984 Hall Technologies is a leading designer and manufacturer of innovative
video distribution, switching, scaling, conversion and control system products. The
Company’s innovative and advanced designs have extensive applications across a broad
range of end markets including corporate A/V presentation systems, medical imaging and
healthcare, defense and aerospace, airport security, education, and corporate facilities.
Headquartered in California, Hall Research serves a broad base of customers domestically
and internationally.
Hall Technlogies successfully competes in its sector by designing innovative products
specific to its customers’ unique requirements by striving to create products that are easy to
install and intuitive to operate. Our talented and experienced design engineers are on the
leading edge of AV technology and have an impressive record of producing award winning,
powerful, yet user friendly products.As an adopter of HDMI, HDCP, and HDBaseT™ Alliance,
Hall Technlogies has a deep understanding of Digital AV technologies.
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